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Swing Backwards
Sucker Punch Sallys Swinger » Brutal comfort

RIDING STYLE
Helmet: AGV Thunder
Jacket: Icon Strongarm 13
Gloves: Icon Timax TRX Short
Pants: Icon Strongarm
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Boots: Red Wing 979
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By Mike Schulte » Trafficking in
nostalgia is a tricky proposition. Rear
window gazing almost always produces
little more than a scrubbed down,
hucksterized vision of the past that’s
more romance than realism. Occasionally, someone takes a backward glance
with the right combination of passion and authenticity and, for better or
worse, gets it right.
Donny Loos and Jeff Cochran, a pair
of Ohioans with a lifelong passion for
hot rod culture and post-WWII bobbers, kickstarted Sucker Punch Sallys in
2002 to build traditional, stripped down
outlaw bikes as an elemental alternative to the florid, hulking sculptures
congesting the custom scene. Raw and
rugged, Sucker Punch Sallys packs fistfuls of no-nonsense greaser vibe into
modern, rideable machines.
In 2006, Loos and Cochran broke
camp and moved to a 16,000-squarefoot “three-car garage” in Scottsdale,
Ariz., bringing some bare-knuckled,
punk rock attitude to the land of the
electric golf cart.While known primarily for their award winning hardtail production customs, The Traditional and
the 66 Bobber, Sallys’ boys have been
extending their reach lately. Besieged
with requests for a suspension bike that
would accommodate lengthy saddle
time as well as two-up touring, SPS
has crafted The Swinger, a RevTech 88
powered, swingarm-chassied touring
bike that carries the company’s minimalist ethos into relatively civilized territory. Like other Sucker Punches, the
Swinger hits the rewind button in form
as well as function, combining vintage
good looks with exhilarating, if obstinate, performance.

Unwilling to consider a Softail-style
design for their suspension bike, SPS
was inspired by an employee-owned ’63
Panhead for the Swinger’s basal blueprint. Certainly, the resultant squaretubed swingarm, traditional twin shocks
and chain final drive are evocative of an
LBJ-era tail section. With its gangling
ape hangers, 4.2-gal. Fat Bob tank and
mammoth valenced fenders shielding
16-inch Avons, the Swinger cuts a burly
figure compared to its stripped-down
stablemates. Somehow, the bike manages to hold onto its fundamentalist
vibe with both hands, despite lacking
opposable thumbs.
Wire wheels, a canteen-style oil tank
and an exposed primary belt drive add
weight to the Swinger’s anti-Darwinian argument, while the two-into-one
pipes are rudimentary in both appearance and growl. Blacked out Pro-One
triple trees and lowers on the 41mm
telescopic forks lend the front end a
balanced muscularity.
The Swinger’s narrow, low-profile
seat might not appear up to the task of
providing the comfort expected of a
touring bike, but dropping into the 24"
high roost reveals it to be surprisingly
cushy. The ape hangers rise to shoulder
height and fully extend your arms, while
the forward controls allow your knees to
bend, creating a comfortable habitat.
Thumb the starter and the RevTech
88 erupts through the pipes like a grizzly bear emerging from hibernation.
Pull away, open up the throttle and any
notions of coziness that might have
existed pre-ignition vanish immediately.
The ape hangers shake like Amy Winehouse operating a jackhammer. The
engine reaches through the suddenly
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diminished padding and stimulates areas
best left undisturbed while operating
heavy machinery.
For those unaccustomed to the
Swinger’s bikerly ergos, the lofty bars
make for some unwieldy maneuvering
at slow speeds. While this deficiency is
overcome with saddle time, many riders
will not be as quick to forgive the lack of
ground clearance, especially when making left hand turns. Push the Swinger
beyond a modest lean and the kickstand
grinds, occasionally getting wedged
under the distended, open primary.
Keep the Swinger upright and it
is a roaring, feral kick in the ass. The
RevTech 88 is an ideal mill for the
495 lb (claimed dry) machine. Chosen
for its ability to deliver added punch,
the 88 clobbers from the bell; throttle
response is immediate and powerful,
with enough low-end grunt to induce
some rowdy wrist twisting.
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Keep the Swinger upright

and it is a roaring, feral kick in the ass.
Engaging in that sort of disorderly conduct unleashes a symphony of mechanical noise—from the whirring of the
primary to some boisterous engine clatter. As you wind up through the Ultima
6-speed transmission, the discord evolves
from something akin to the sound of a
toolbox being hurled down a metal staircase to a machine gun being discharged
in the men’s room of CBGBs.
But that’s the point. Sound and fury
are essential to the Sucker Punch soul.
It’s rockabilly on two wheels—an old
Gretsch guitar plugged into a buzzing,
beer-stained tube amp. Riders looking
for a placid ride are advised to look east.
That said, the Swinger has its
softer side. The rear shocks suck up

the bumps without alienating rider
from road; they are adequate without
being cushy, while the front end is
more yielding. The Swinger won’t win
any agility awards, but riding on a 180
Avon in the rear, it doesn’t require a
WWE belt holder to wrestle it through
the turns, though the isometric cableactuated clutch will have long-term
riders throwing nasty sucker punches
with their lefts.
The Sucker Punch Sallys Swinger is
not a Harley, nor does it aspire to be. It
is a proudly unreconstructed roughneck
touring bike—a look back into a shaky
rear-view mirror with a wicked grin.
www.suckerpunchsallys.com
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